CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

1.1. Conclusions

This thesis is about politeness strategies among Gayo students in Gayo community, they are three analysis used by Gayo students in Gayo community. The researcher just found the differences in express strategy politeness between male and female only in addressing someone. And the types of politeness strategy are male dominant express positive politeness, and female are dominant used bald on record strategy and negative politeness strategy. They are some point to be exposed in relation to the types of politeness strategies.

1. Male of Gayo students dominantly used positive politeness in addressing someone. And female of Gayo students dominantly used bald on record and negative politeness strategy.

2. Male used positive politeness to build relatives or kinship, so that they do not feel awkward. And female used bald on record and negative politeness because they want appreciated each other.

1.2. Suggestions

It is suggestion to those who concerned with people, especially for Gayo students in Gayo community.

1. It is suggested to male and female Gayo students in Gayo community to keep or improve the politeness in addressing someone. Because
politeness strategies help people to build the communication comfortable or good communication.

2. It is also suggested to all of us as the writer and the reader who read this thesis in order to understand that being polite is very important. The use of the strategies is different between culture to other cultures.